
  

 

Abstract—Based on vision systems developed by living 

animals for their survival, this paper describes and analyzes the 

results of an active stereovision system comprising two identical 

sensor cameras mounted on a specific frame allowing different 

pan configurations and baseline variations. A 3D representation 

is then reconstructed using different algorithms run on a 

computer receiving images from the two cameras. SURF and 

SAD algorithms are evaluated. To improve their output quality, 

it is proposed here to actively vary parameters of stereovision 

system, ie distance between the two cameras and vision angles. 

As a consequence, these parameters can be optimized in 

proposed new prototype to obtain the best setup for 3D 

reconstruction. 

 
Index Terms—3D  reconstruction,  parameters  optimization, 

raspberry-pi, SAD, stereovision.  

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The goal of present paper is 3D object reconstruction. 

Already living systems have been solving this problem, as 

animals tend to adopt physical attributes allowing them to 

best survive. For instance most of hunted (prey) animals have 

lateral eyes placement (e.g. rabbit, deer, chameleons) in order 

to increase danger perception. On the other hand, hunters 

have their two eyes located in front of their face (e.g. lion, cat, 

and bear) to allow them to track more accurately their prey. In 

technical domain, stereo-vision systems are more and more 

used in computer vision for transport and danger analysis [1], 

[2] (environment mapping where risks factors are extracted 

to warn the driver), humanoid robotic [3], [4] (gaze selection 

can be enhanced by using the variance between two eyes)  

and autonomous mobile platforms [5], [6] for instance. To 

increase their performance as required for higher quality 

service, a first possible solution [7] is to improve algorithm 

characteristics by choosing system architecture depending on 

signal processing, so that bigger algorithm can be 

implemented and so more accurate results can hopefully be 

obtained. But improvement of technology and of sensors 

performance implies correlatively to develop compatible 

processes. In parallel another additive way is also to increase 

data collection by grouping several sensors for a specific task 

and developing data fusion [8]. All these possibilities are paid 

by a much larger involvement in handling and treating 

collected information with delay problem in real time 

systems. Alternatively, it may be interesting to wander more 

elementarily whether these static systems could collect more 

efficient input by making them able, like living systems, to 

perform active data harvesting in adapting their configuration 

to environment. This is the aim of present study to propose an 
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active stereo electro mechanical platform mimicking natural 

eyes configuration, from which advantage and inconvenience 

of each biological configuration can be evaluated and 

9] 

and SURF [10], [11] will be taken for application on data 

collected through basic sensors set up.  

 

 
Fig. 1. Object and background used for 3D reconstruction algorithm. 

 

To make analysis easier, a simple convex unicolor object 

with marked edges is used. As it does not constitute an 

environment, the background will be removed in order to 

detect the object. So a unicolor background is taken here to 

facilitate the process of background removing, see Figure 1. 

The purpose in taking an object with same color as the 

background is to see how the algorithm deals with it 

according to object marked edges. 

Sensors accuracy is a main parameter when taking picture; 

actually a relation has been found between accuracy and 

picture details (background brightness). If original picture is 

more accurate, there will be more details to analyze but 

finally more filters will be applied to find the object and to 

reduce the noise. 

 

II. STATE OF THE ART 

Accurate 3D perception from video sequences is a central 

subject in computer vision and robotics, since it constitutes 

the basis of subsequent scene analysis. Classical operation 

performed in image processing is the correlation in which a 

set of image points of interest are compared in different 

positions to other images, and "best" position is kept 

according to searched data. The measure of similarity 

between two pixels (or blocks of pixels called “kernel”) is 

called "correlation". There are many types of correlation, 

each with advantages and disadvantages (i.e. the difference in 

position between the matching points also called “disparity” 

[12]). But no satisfying algorithm combines the following 

four characteristics: 1) Timeliness, 2) Positional accuracy of 

discontinuities relief (main problem of correlation window), 

3) Management of large disparities causing significant 

distortions between images, 3) Robustness gain/offset 

intensity between images, 4) Robustness to repetitive 

patterns. 

The geometric distortion around the “epipoles” leads to 

problems for algorithms requiring grinding stage (even in 

polar coordinates). Researches in this area can roughly be 
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divided in two classes: improving accuracy regardless of 

computing time, and scene reconstruction in real-time. In [13] 

it is tried to fill the gap, by providing instructions on how to 

implement correlation based disparity calculation, with high 

speed and reasonable quality. This implementation can be 

used for different applications like 3D reconstruction. A 

variant of the sum of absolute (SAD) is chosen by computing 

the sum of absolute RGB differences and by trying to 

improve the results. Of other algorithms, the main types are: 

• Algorithms used in segments of the picture (edges). 

They are fast and discontinuities relief has a precise 

location. But their results are not dense, only edges are 

detected [12]. 

• Algorithms working on the regions of the image 

(Blocks of pixel). The regions of an image are very rich 

in information (outline, texture, geometry, connectivity). 

But they are not really used in 3D reconstruction 

because of their complexity to obtain a good disparity. 

Moreover the design depends on the setup [14]. 

• Global Optimization Algorithms (layered stereo, graph 

cut, SAD ...). They are accurate for discontinuities relief. 

But their computation time is prohibitive for real images 

or high disparity and both robustness to noise and 

gain/offset intensity is weak [12]. 

The goal in this article is to observe the result of standard 

algorithms on sensors improvement. To do so, the used 

algorithm is SAD described below, where in the same 

calculation, the background can be removed and disparity 

map is computed. 

 

III. ALGORITHMS 

Three main steps are followed for analysis of collected 

data and transforming them in understandable and 

interpretable information on surrounding environment. 

A. Transform from RGB to Grayscale Image 

 When shot, the pictures are immediately changed from 

RGB to grayscale using a simple mean value: 

 
           

                 

 
                        (1)

                         

Then, in order to correlate points from left picture to the 

same points on right image, two algorithms are usually 

implemented: Census [15] and the Sum of Absolute 

Differences (SAD) [9]. 

B. Sum of Absolute Differences (SAD) 

SAD method calculates the correlation between two parts 

of a picture. For each pixel, a surrounding block of pixels is 

compared to the other block of pixels, with following 

metrics: 

 

                                     
   
   

   
    (2)                                               

 

where         corresponds to a pixel in the block of left 

picture and          to a pixel in the block of right picture, M 

is the size of the block length and N the block size in width. 

Smaller value of SAD result provides higher correspondence 

between each part. SAD process is used with satisfying 

results when invariant rotation points are searched. 

C. Applied Filters 

Before and after SAD calculation, the following filters are 

applied, see Table I: 

 
TABLE I: DESCRIPTION OF USED FILTERS 

Filter Description 

Difference between 

two analyzed pixels 

If the two analyzed pixels (one from left 

image, the other from right image) have a 

difference between their value higher than 

filter value, the SAD is not computed and 

the process continues for next pixel 

Size of analyzed 

kernel 

Size of the matrix used around the pixel to 

compute the SAD 

Number of pixels 

accepted with same 

minimum SAD 

value 

When SAD values are computed, if the 

number of pixels with same minimum SAD 

found is higher than filter value, it is 

considered as unknown (disparity cannot be 

found for this pixel). 

Closest pixel 

Otherwise, if the number of pixels with 

same minimum SAD value is lower than 

previous filter value, the closest (Euclidian 

distance) pixel is kept and disparity is 

computed from this pixel 

 

 

Fig.
 
2.

 
Stereoscopic recognition global overview.

 

 

The number of pixels accepted with same minimum SAD 

value filter is used for background removing. Generally, 

main used algorithms consist in taking uncolored background 

and trying to adapt a threshold in order to remove it. The 

main disadvantage of this technique is coming from color 

change (due to brightness for instance), and threshold must 

be adapted every time (if setup environment is changed, the 

threshold has to be readapted). Thanks to this filter, the 

background is removed during the same process of disparity 

map calculation. 

 

IV. RESULTS 

Results tend to confirm that the algorithm is currently not 

efficient. With minimum possible threshold the background 

is well removed and the object is only slightly locally eroded 

due to bound size. As expectable, pyramid white part is also 

removed (a simple solution could be to reconstruct it at 
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calculation end with a simple gradient between two points). 

Object disparity is not correct. When checked by hand, some 

parts are correctly found but the main part of correlated 

object is completely out. An error rate cannot be precisely 

determined due to implied calculation and to the fact that 

standard data can just be computed manually. When 

thresholds are increased in order to improve the result, 

observation can be done that obviously, with increase of 

kernel size (or of difference threshold between two pixels), 

calculation time is also increased and the algorithm is slower. 

Table II below summarizes results for different elements and 

with different schemes. 

 
TABLE II: RESULTS OBTAINED AFTER MODIFICATION OF IMPLEMENTED 

FILTERS 

Threshold 

modified 

Number of 

correlated 

point 

increased 

Worse 

results on 

disparity 

map 

Background 

removing 

less efficient 

Not 

usable 

results 

1-Increased 

difference 

between the 

two analyzed 

pixels  

Yes No change No No 

2- Number of 

accepted 

pixels  with 

same SAD 

value 

increased 

Yes Yes Yes No 

3- Increased 

size of 

analyzed 

kernel 

No, 

decreased 
Yes No No 

1 + 2 

Yes Yes 

Yes, object 

not well 

detected 

Yes 

1 + 3 Yes Yes No No 

2 + 3 

No change Yes 

Yes, object 

not detected 

and truncated 

Yes 

1 + 2 + 3 

Yes Yes 

No 

background 

removing 

Yes 

 

In summary, available data treated with SAD algorithm do 

not allow fair pyramid reconstruction. As expected the 

background is removed easily but the same algorithm 

removes also points of the same color on the object and 

provides wrong information concerning the correlated point 

of analyzed pixel. So an all-in-one algorithm is not sufficient 

enough for performing 3D reconstruction of an object from 

camera collected data set, and another algorithm should be 

used. 

 

 
Fig. 3. Stereoscopic rectification algorithm. 

 

V. FURTHER IMPLEMENTATIONS 

Recognition system, see Fig. 2, is not calibrated for every 

configuration. Besides mechanical construction is not perfect, 

and focal axes are not coplanar. These problems need to be 

corrected and an extra-step is added to basic algorithm. 

The rectification process, see Fig. 3, analyses 

automatically both stereo pictures, extracts feature couple 

using SURF method [10], and corrects images thanks to 

utilized eight-point algorithm technique [16]. However, this 

algorithm needs more characteristic points from the two left 

and right images for finding a correlation. It is applied on an 

environment rather than on an object. 

Fig. 4 shows the result obtained with SURF algorithm after 

rectification process. In red is represented the object 

considered in the foreground, in blue, the background. As 

observed, image output (colored right) is very noisy (though 

it can be cleaned with basic de-noising filter but with the risk 

of information loss). Also, some domains are still not well 

determined and disparity map can be improved. This 

technique gives better 3D estimation than SAD method. 

Improving it (noise removing, object detection…) will 

increase calculations number, computation time, and 

resources utilization. 

 

 Fig.
 
4.

 
3D Reconstruction with rectification.

At this point, two steps have been explored. In first one, 

standard and easy-to-use algorithm has been implemented 

and tested using a basic stereo vision system. The main 

results are mainly not usable due to setup parameters (vertical 
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offset of the two cameras). In a second step, SURF algorithm 

has been tested. Similar results have been obtained but after 

using rectification, disparity map is getting close to reality. In 

next step, a new setup almost automatically optimizing 3D 

reconstruction is introduced. 

 

VI. SETUP DESCRIPTION 

Up to now sensor system parameters are fixed, and 

collected data in this static situation are treated to extract 

meaningful information for further analysis. To get rid of this 

constraint, a prototype has been built up in order to vary 

precisely the selected parameters. With this setup, it is 

possible to change the distance between cameras and their 

inclination as they are fixed on a track, see Fig. 5. Each 

module is composed of an actuator, several holding parts 

built up with a 3D printer and an electronic system based on a 

Raspberry-Pi. The following three elements are in order. 

 

 Fig. 5. 3D model of setup used for parameter analysis. 

 
Fig. 6. System parameters. 

 

Distance between Camera setup: The track is used to 

allow both cameras to move on the same axis. To make the 

prototype easier to manipulate, only one camera is fixed to 

the track. The other one can be displaced along it by 

pushing/pulling to set the distance. The minimal distance for 

the cameras is 5 centimeters. 

Camera Inclination: The inclination for each camera is 

actuated and can move from 0 degree (parallel vision) to 90 

degrees (cameras are face to face). Precision on this 

parameter is 0.58 degree and step is 1 degree (due to 

servomotors choice). 

System Automation: To use this setup in the easiest way, 

a client-server system has been built up, based on a UDP 

unicast and SFTP protocols. The idea is to make the system 

as much automatic as possible to speed up test benches. This 

network allows centralizing all the commands like rotating 

the system, taking pictures and getting them directly to a 

specified folder. The PC works as a client which sends a 

request to one of the Raspberry-Pi. 

The system allows cameras to gaze right (Dextro-version) 

or left (Levo-version) which can be used to optimize scene 

reconstruction. Consider the optical center merged with the 

rotation axis. In order to optimize this technique, pictures are 

first taken with both angles set to 0 (θ left = θ right = 0), see 

Fig. 6. Then angle α is computed to move to gaze into target 

object knowing  , the distance between camera center and 

the pixel to gaze to, with: 

 

                                                                                    (3) 

 

   is the distance in mm determined from the number S of 

mm/pixel and DyPixel the distance in pixels with    = 

DyPixel × S. Finally, the setup with smallest disparity is kept 

and reconstructed. 

 

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS 

To deal with inevitable “curse to complexity” when 

improving 3D image reconstruction by always more 

sophisticated algorithms and even using data fusion, an 

alternative and simpler way based on natural living systems 

choice for their survival is explored here. It is mainly 

organized on observation that these systems are using their 

“hardware” sensors parameters as optimization variables they 

adjust in real time for higher efficiency. Along this line, a 

prototype is proposed which allows parameter modification 

such as distance between the two cameras, distance to the 

object and pan angle. System improvement could aim at total 

automation of remaining movements (currently done by hand) 

such as tilt and baseline variations. So the prototype could 

trend to adopt a traditional humanoid ocular vision. Right 

now however, dynamical environment cannot be studied 

because actual system cannot take two pictures at the same 

time due to server/client protocol. Hopefully, chosen cameras 

can adapt their precision (number of pixels in one image), 

depending on the result and the computing time, the size was 

increased or decreased in order to reach a compromise 

between accuracy and calculation time. 

Concerning algorithm side, a real-time interaction between 

image processing and servomotor can be implemented and 

parameters can be analyzed thanks to setup and algorithm. A 

further improvement is to fully automate the system for 

making it a real-time parameter optimizer, ie a system which 

can automatically take best geometrical configuration based 

on environment for 3D reconstruction. 
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